Professor Sarah Garman
College Prep – Reading
REA 0017
Water Ethic Unit
Competencies covered:
Main Ideas, Major and Minor Details, Fact and Opinion, Author’s Purpose, Inference and Bias.
1. At home, students will:
 Read the article - “Rising Tensions over the Nile River Basin”
http://www.tecolahagos.com/rising_tension.htm
 Outline the article showing the relationship between the main ideas and the major and minor
details and bring it to class.
2. In 1st class,
 Students will pair up to answer the following comprehension questions, using only their outlines:
o Which ten African nations share access to the Nile River?
o What issue, regarding the Nile, was put on the African Summit agenda in February of 2004?
o In what ways did the Nile Water Agreement of 1929 give Egypt an advantage over other African
nations?
o What pressures intensified the demand for the Nile Basin countries to re-negotiate the 1929
agreement?
o Identify and explain the four suggested alternatives for Egypt.
o Why would Egypt been considering or threatening the use of force against other African
nations? Why was Egypt’s use of force unlikely?
o Ethiopia and Tanzania announced plans to construct dams and pipelines. According to the
article, the Egyptian perspective at that time was, “any change in the volume of its water could
have devastating effects on Egypt”. Describe the position of the leaders of Ethiopia and
Tanzania.
o If you were an Ethiopian Minister of Water how would you have responded to threats from
Egypt designed to prevent you from accessing Nile water?
3. In 2nd class,
 Students will get back their comprehension questions and score. Discussion of article - “Rising
Tensions over the Nile River Basin” will occur.


Students will then be placed in groups of four to play the Tragedy of the Commons Game and
complete the discussion questions.
http://teachoceanscience.net/teaching_resources/ocean_science_curriculum/ocean_and_humans
_are_connected/humans_affect_the_ocean/tragedy_of_commons_game/

4. In 3rd class,



To reinforce and review, students will watch the Tragedy of the Commons Video:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EZFkUeleHPY&list=HL1333923133&feature=mh_lolz and
continue discussion questions from Tragedy of the Commons Game.



(Pre-Cooperative Learning Activity) Next, instructor will introduce the CARS checklist for evaluating
internet sources.



For homework, students will complete the Evaluating Internet Sources handout using the CARS
checklist. (http://www.andyspinks.com/researchhelp/web/CARS.pdf)

5. In 4th class,
 Instructor will collect the Evaluating Internet Sources handout and review websites from handout
in class using CARS checklist.


Students will then be assigned to groups of four and pick roles. Those who did not complete the
Evaluating Internet Sources will be grouped together:
 Editor: This student is in charge of organizing the final product of the project. That doesn't
mean technical details, but of making sure that the project meets the standards set out by the
instructor (often as a rubric), plus any extras stipulated by the group. These standards generally
include punctuality and completeness. The editor also needs to proofread and double-check
data, bibliographic sources, or graphics for accuracy and correctness.
 Note Taker: This person takes notes whenever the group meets and keeps track of group
data/sources/etc. This person distributes these notes to the rest of the group highlighting
sections relevant for their parts of the project.
 Webmaster: This person is responsible for the technical details of the final product.
 Spokesperson: This person would be ready to summarize the group's progress and findings to
the instructor and to other groups.
 All students are responsible for researching the topic.



Each group will pick a topic, with no group having the same one.
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Florida’s Vanishing Water Supply
Water and Poverty
Water and Health
Water and Education
Water and Hunger
Ethics of Water Use
Water Sustainability



Students will be asked to create a Prezi presentation on their topic, using at least 4 reliable and
unbiased internet sources. They will need to use the CARS checklist to verify the sites. They will
have a month to work together on the project outside of class.



Due dates:
o End of Week One: Students will turn in the internet sources they have chosen for their
presentation.

o End of Week Two: Students will turn in a rough outline of their Prezi presentations. This
outline will include a main idea and major and minor supporting details.
o End of Week Three: Students will story board and then transfer ideas into Prezi and work
on a conclusion for their presentation.
o End of Week Four: Students will proofread and edit Prezi presentation. They will also
practice presenting.
o Fifth week – Presentations to the class.
The assignment will be graded with the attached Water Ethic Rubric. Students will also fill out a Peer
Evaluation Rubric for each member of their group. (attached)

